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Convention on Biological Diversity 
Goal: To reduce the current rate of loss of 

biodiversity

The Wildlife Picture 
Index: developed to 
measure biodiversity in 
real time*  

*O’brien et al. 2010



Other 
important 
data from 
the WPI 

● Richness (diversity)
● Documentation of rare and 

data deficient species
● Species-specific occupancy 

estimates and trends in 
abundance

● Trophic level analysis
● Community structure 



WPI Methodology

● Camera stations place in 
randomized systematic grids

● Placed along a gradient from 
most human influence to least

● Implemented annually for site 
based priority setting and 
management 

● Implemented in different 
habitats and biological 
communities



WPI developed by a consortium international wildlife 
conservations organizations (Wildlife Conservation Society, 
Conservation International, FFI, Zoological Society of 
London among others)

Obrien, T.G., JEM Baillie, Krueger, L., and 
M. Cuke. 2010. The wildlife picture 
index: Monitoring top trophic levels. 
Animal Conservation 13:335-343.



Provide a useful conservation tool  for 
Protected Area Management in Mongolia *

*ZSL/World Bank Funded



WPI: Bay Area

Baseline occupancy estimates to 
assess ecosystem health 

ECOSYSTEM HEALTH 
B

Community composition & species 
specific trends 

TRENDS IN BIODIVERSITY

Occupancy estimates to assess 
functionality of cores and corridors

CONNECTIVITY

Measure change to assess impacts of 
drought and other perturbations. 

LONG TERM MONITORING 
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WPI

General 
Public

Resource 
managers

Academic 
researchers



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

DESIGN

FIELD IMPLEMENTATION:  
PROTOCOLS  AND BMPS

DATA MANAGEMENT: 
IMAGE UPLOADING  AND BMPS 

IMAGE 
CATALOGUING 

VETTING 

ANALYTICS OUTPUT

Why I 
may still  
have a 

job 

At least 4 soup to 
nuts camera 

trapping manuals 
available on-line  

4-5 peer-reviewed 
papers on BMPs for 
data management 

and reporting 

At least 5 
peer-reviewed 

papers reviewing 
available  software 

for camera trapping 

Also why I may 
still  have a job 

(maybe)



LAND MANAGERS ARE THE GATE KEEPERS

The New Yorker 30 Sep 19 “Thunberg” 



WISH LIST

● PROVIDE RICH, TIMELY,  
REAL-TIME CAMERA RESULTS 
FOR LAND MANAGER USE 

● (ACTUALLY) COST EFFECTIVE
● NOT OVERBURDENING LIMITED 

STAFF TIME
● SUSTAINABLE FOR LONG TERM 

MONITORING
● REPORTING TOOLS WITH BUILT 

IN ANALYTICS 



The Marin Wildlife 
Picture Index Project

●4 public land owners
●5 agency's
●10 study areas
●Part of workplan for ~ 
20 staff
● nearly 200 camera 
locations used
●A small army of 
volunteers



Essentials for land managers.

●They want a sustainable and cost 
effective solution to large scale 
landscape monitoring

●They want to see what is happening 
on the landscape 

●They want to drill up and down 
through different resolutions of data



Sustainable 
and cost 

effective? 

● The deployment and 
maintenance of the cameras has 
become more manageable as 
they get more user friendly

● Overall cost of all phases has 
decreased (cost of cameras 
decreasing, SD cards decreasing, 
data storage decreasing)

●  More packages for camera trap  
data analysis



Sustainable 
and cost 

effective? 

Vast increase in upload time.
Harder to keep up with cataloging.
Impossible to deliver timely stats.

More 
images to 
catalog 

More MP:
3 MP to 16 

MP

Larger SD 
cards:

2 GB to 32 
GB



What is happening 
now?

2014

2015
2016

2017
2018

2019

NOW



Is what I am seeing 
normal?

? ? ?



Delivering the 
essentials to 
Land 
Managers…

Camera trap 
software needs 
an upgrade!

Increased speeds. 
Must be able to handle upload of 
thousands of images from SD cards

Automated image identification. 
Must be fast and accurate. Must identify 
the blanks!

Improved Analytics.
Must offer user friendly, real time, spatially 
explicit, useful metrics that can be rolled up 
and drilled down.

Fast and fool proof User Interface.
Must be super easy to use for a wide range of 
ages and abilities, to ensure data quality

? ?



Scaling up camera traps to support 
wildlife management in western Canada



The Western Canadian Frontier



Shackelford et al. 2017 Cons Biol



Are parks effectively protecting wildlife in BC?



Are parks effectively protecting wildlife in BC?



Are parks effectively protecting wildlife in BC?



All 13 species showed some 
avoidance of human 
recreational 
activities—particularly mountain 
biking and motorized vehicle use—in 
and around South Chilcotin 
Mountains Provincial Park. 







Shifting community structure 
is driving caribou population declines



Bottom-up (habitat) and Top-down (predator) 
management for threatened caribou



Testing Restoration Effectiveness



~ 5 years after restoration:

Limited effect 
on wolves

No effect 
on bears

No effect 
on caribou
(or moose)

Less use
by deer



Scaling up surveys through the WildCAM network
Wildlife Cameras for Adaptive Management











Vaughan Williams
Restoration Field Manager
Younger Lagoon Reserve



UCSC NATURAL RESERVES

Supporting 
university-level 
teaching, research, and 
public service at 
protected natural areas 
throughout California.

Part of the largest university 
system of natural reserves 
in the world - 756,000 acres



YOUNGER LAGOON RESERVE





CAMPUS NATURAL RESERVE



Current Projects at Younger Lagoon Reserve
● Understanding seasonal changes of Younger Lagoon 

○ Lagoon breaches seasonally.  Exact breach dates support long term studies of lagoon fish

● Quantifying human use of restricted areas
○ Supplies data for regulatory agencies

● Biodiversity surveys
○ Providing up to date species lists for researchers 
○ Quantifying effects of a large scale restoration project 
○ Monitoring avian nest sites



Current/Future Projects at Campus Natural Reserve
● Assessing human use of ad-hoc trail network in UCSC’s Upper Campus

○ Miles of ad-hoc, unplanned single-track trails used primarily by mountain bikers
○ Coupling cameras with magnetic and/or infrared trail counters to quantify use
○ Informing development of recreation management plan

● Biodiversity surveys
○ Past project used eMammal to process photos as part of a CTFS-ForestGeo protocol survey

● Grassland management
○ Assessing importance of coyote brush stands for mesocarnivores and raptors



Younger Lagoon Reserve 
Field trip

● Investigating the frequency of occurrence of 
domesticated animals (pets) at YLR.

● Predation by house cats is one of the largest 
human-related sources of mortality for wild birds 
in the United States

● Questions we want to answer:
○ What species of domesticated animals 

occur at YLR?
○ Are they coming from the urban/reserve 

boundary?
○ Are domesticated animals using YLR as 

hunting grounds?



Campus Natural Reserve Field trip

● Investigating presence of American badger on UCSC lower campus grasslands
● Evaluating wildlife use of open grassland vs. coyote brush islands



Contact info:

Younger Lagoon Reserve, Vaughan Williams - vwilliams@ucsc.edu

UCSC Campus Natural Reserve, Alex Jones - asjones@ucsc.edu

Thank you!

mailto:vwilliams@ucsc.edu


Microsoft AI for Earth’s
Camera Trap Stuff

[we need a slicker name for this… suggestions welcome]

Dan Morris
dan@microsoft.com

aka.ms/ aiforearth
aka.ms/dmorris

gratuitous 
pictures of 

animals that 
aren’t related 

to my talk



AI for Earth
Climate | Agriculture | Biodiversity | Water

AI for Earth is Microsoft’s five-year, 
$50M commitment to putting 

Microsoft’s resources to work for 
environmental science and natural 

resource management.



AI for Earth is three things…

…a grants program
aka.ms/ai4egrants

…a data program
aka.ms/ai4edata

…a data science and engineering program
aka.ms/ai4etech



This is the part where I normally tell the 
audience what a camera trap is, but since 
you all know what a camera trap is, more 
gratuitous animal pictures…



Falzon, G., Lawson, C., Cheung, 
K. W., Vernes , K., Ba lla rd, G., 
Fleming, P . J ., … & Meek, P . D. 
(2019). Class ifyMe: a  fie ld-
scouting software  for the  
identifica tion of wildlife  in camera  
trap images . bioRxiv, 646737.

Janzen, M., Ritte r, A., Walker, P . 
D., & Visscher, D. R. (2019). 
EventFinder: a  program for 
screening remote ly captured 
images . Environmental Monitoring 
and Assessment, 191(6), 406.

Yous if, H., Yuan, J ., Kays , R., & 
He , Z. (2019). Animal Scanner: 
Software  for class ifying humans , 
animals , and empty frames  in 
camera  trap images . Ecology and 
Evolution.

Beery, S ., Van Horn, G., & 
Perona , P . (2018). Recognition in 
Terra  Incognita . arXiv preprint 
arXiv:1807.04975, 2.

Willi, M., P itman, R. T., Cardoso, 
A. W., Locke , C., Swanson, A., 
Boyer, A., … & Fortson, L. (2018). 
Identifying animal species  in 
camera  trap images  us ing deep 
lea rning and citizen 
science . Methods in Ecology and 
Evolution.

Norouzzadeh, M. S ., Nguyen, A., 
Kosmala , M., Swanson, A., 
Pa lmer, M. S ., Packer, C., & 
Clune , J . (2018). Automatica lly 
identifying  counting  and 

aka .ms/camera trapsurvey



And no one ever manually reviewed 
a camera trap image again, and all 
the conservation biologists went 
home and lived happily ever after, 
hooray!



So we focus on the less glamorous applied 
problems…

Separating animal/person/empty

Integrating into existing workflows

…and just a “light dusting” of species classification



Classifiers and detectors

A classifier tells you what an image is…



Classifiers and detectors

A detector tells you where in an image something is…



Classifiers and detectors

Detectors can also identify things…



Our approach to camera trap images

Globally -useful detector
Ecosystem -specific species classifiers



Why bother with detectors?
1. Natural way to get rid of non-animal images
2. Natural way to get rid of non-animal images

(so important we’re saying it twice)
3. Natural way to get rid of non -animal images

(and a third time, now in bold)
4. Detectors generalize well:

We benefit from lots of da ta , even for ecosys tems  with little  or no labe led da ta
5. Make  class ifica tion a  lot eas ie r… less  background goop!
6. Natura lly handle  class ifying multiple  species  in an image



Our detector

Called “ MegaDetector ”
Pronounced “ MegaDetectoooooooor ”
Finds animals, people, and (soon) vehicles
Open-source TensorFlow model
Trained on like a zillion bounding boxes * **

*So much of ML work isn’t ML, it’s begging
people for data!
**Many of these bounding boxes released
publicly on lila.science



aka.ms/ cameratraps (more or less)

This is where I would normally show a flashy demo…



How we work with collaborators…
• Get data… however we can…
• Run through our batch processing API



How we work with collaborators…



How we work with collaborators…



Learn more
Everything: aka.ms/ biodiversitysurveys

Code: github.com/ microsoft /cameratraps

Data: lila.science

Lit review: aka.ms/ cameratrapsurvey



http://lila.science





Other projects you should talk to us about…

Detecting whales in hydrophone recordings
(even more boring to review than aerial images!)

Accelerating aerial surveys
(even more boring to review than camera trap images!)

Species classification in handheld photos
aka.ms/ speciesclassification

Land cover mapping
aka.ms/ landcovermapping



Microsoft AI for Earth’s
Camera Trap Stuff .net 2019 Professional Edition SP3.5

Dan Morris
dan@microsoft.com

aka.ms/ aiforearth
aka.ms/dmorris
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